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This brilliant, innovative book offers an engaging new way for children to discover and learn basic

counting concepts. By running their finger along large, grooved numbers, children can explore each

shape. Colorful lift-the-flaps on every sturdy page further reinforce easy learning. Each board page

features a number (1 through 20) that a child can trace with their finger, a flap to lift to find a

surprise, and bright illustrations!The bright and graphic illustrations include cuddly animals and

familiar objects. Also, included are helpful hints on how to extend the fun with guessing games,

writing exercises, and more!
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This book is terrific! It has flaps to lift (my toddler loves flaps) and numbers that you can trace with a

finger. Plus simple addition problems with answers under the flaps.a great way to introduce a little

one to numerical concepts!

My 3 and 1 year old children loved the A is for Apple book by this author so I decided to give this

number book a try too. I'm glad I did. It has nice illustrations and my children like the interactive

features like flipping the window to reveal the hidden pictures and tracing the numbers. I love that

it's both fun and educational.



I bought the ABC book by the same folks and I absolutely love it, but I really don't like the counting

book. For each page (except 1), to count to the number on the page, you have to look under the

flap. So when you look at the page, it looks like one dog until you lift the flap to see the second. This

can be very confusing for kids who are still learning their numbers. Also, again excepting the first

page, each of the flaps has the exact same picture on the flap and inside it. So the sixth rocket may

be "blasting off", but it is exactly like the one on the top of the flap. And the 18th crayon is a big

purple one just like the one on the top of the flap. It's really disappointing that they couldn't at least

give a variation to the picture -- SOME reason to open the flap -- although really I think the whole

design is flawed. The only part we like are the last few pages (outlines of numbers 1 - 20, and some

addition pages).

Great Idea to see it, say it & trace it. Then kids can draw it themselves & recognize it. I'm so glad

that  had this book, I saw it at Walmart and the only two they had were all gooberd-up, sticky,

scratched & dented corners. I wasted no time finding this book online & with free shipping (over

$25) I had it within a week! Thank you .com

He asked for 'count' at bedtime every night. Great book to get toddlers learning numbers. There is

also a 1-2 pages at the end that helps them start to learn to add. Great for when he gets older.

REALLY like this book. I like that my 3-year-old can trace over the letters with her finger and count.

PERFECT for a Montessori-based learning.

We have the "A is for Apple" book by the same author (actually two copies of the book!) and are

pleasantly surprised a number book is available. The alphabet book is one of our son's favorites,

and we are certain this book will be as well!

Nice book. My daughter is still a little young to learn her numbers but she likes to open the book to

look at the pictures for now.
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